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JPIAMR - a global AMR research-funding organisation
The Joint Programming Initiative on Antimicrobial Resistance (JPIAMR) is a growing global
collaborative platform, with 27 nations working to curb antibiotic resistance (AMR) with a
One Health approach. JPIAMR jointly funds and coordinates national investments to support
transnational research and activities within the six priority areas of the shared Strategic
Research Agenda. To date JPIAMR has funded 70 projects and 340 research groups, with a
total of over 67 M Euro in funding. Some 20 projects in therapeutics research are funded
with 25M Euro and a third of these projects addresses the WHO critical pathogens list.
New Call in Diagnostics and Surveillance – focus on Africa and Asia
In late 2018, the JPIAMR launches a joint call on diagnostics and surveillance. To date 13
members and potentially several aid-agencies are joining forces to fund researchers in
participating countries and researchers in LMIC settings in Asia and Africa.
The budget for this call is approx. 20 million Euro.
This call will be pre-announced at EAAD2018 in Brussels on November 15th.

Optional to add:
The JPIAMR Virtual Research Institute
JPIAMR is developing a global platform to share research capabilities through the Virtual
Research Institute (JPIAMR-VRI). Some examples: Connecting AMR researchers and
institutes, sharing data and infrastructures and creating scientific evidence for policy and
guidelines.
Mapping Global AMR investments
JPIAMR is working on a comprehensive mapping exercise. This is an overview of AMR
investments and capacities such as AMR research funding, research centres and research
infrastructures.
The JPIAMR Secretariat is hosted by the Swedish Research Council in Stockholm, Sweden.
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